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Abstract

Lack of stakeholder commitment to project activ-
ities is an important cause of project failure. It
leads to poor understanding of the problem do-
main and ultimately to incorrect domain model-
ing. We believe that combining Goal Directed
Design methodology with Domain Driven Design
using the Naked Objects Pattern would help stake-
holders to become actively involved in impor-
tant project activities such as requirements elici-
tation and rapid prototyping. This paper suggests
how these approaches can gracefully be combined
to facilitate active stakeholder involvement right
from requirements elicitation until rapid prototyp-
ing to build a clear product vision, and realize it
through an executable domain model.

1 Introduction
For software to be useful and usable, it must correctly re-
flect business needs, and that can only be achieved when
the problem domain is sufficiently understood by all the
stakeholders [Ver13, Bjo06]. This inherently demands ac-
tive non-technical stakeholder participation and collabora-
tion in project-related activities such as requirements elici-
tation and prototyping. Without non-technical stakeholder
participation, the developers alone cannot accurately un-
cover the corresponding problem domain, which further
makes it difficult to accurately and clearly formulate the
software requirements. This ultimately hinders creation of
an effective domain model.

The requirements elicitation phase of requirements en-
gineering is mainly responsible for uncovering the require-
ments and the domain knowledge. The current require-
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ments elicitation process faces several challenges such as
ineffective stakeholder meetings, stakeholders focusing on
solutions rather than underlying problems. Another chal-
lenge is that the complete domain knowledge might not be
available right from the beginning, but has to be incremen-
tally discovered and realized in software. Involving stake-
holders directly in project activities also raises an important
question, how can a domain model be represented to which
each stakeholder can relate?

Two interesting approaches, when combined together,
can answer the above question and address the challenge
of stakeholder participation. We believe that combin-
ing the Goal Directed Design (GDD) process and Do-
main Driven Design (DDD) would help to uncover qual-
ity domain knowledge, and to rapidly build domain models
through stakeholder collaboration.

The GDD process, introduced by Alan
Cooper [CRC07], argues that most digital products fail
because they fail to understand stakeholder and end-user
goals, and hence put those at the center of requirements
elicitation. It encourages requirements analysts to gather
user goals and as much contextual data as possible to
clearly understand stakeholders’ vision of the software
system. Vision Backlog [Pat18]—both a concept and a
tool that leverages GDD—helps stakeholders to list their
goals and provide contextual information on their own.
From this information, it is possible to uncover the domain
knowledge and identify domain entities as demonstrated
later in section 4. On the other hand DDD, coined by
Eric Evans [Eva03], puts the domain knowledge at the
center of design and development activities. It encourages
stakeholders to work closely to understand and model the
problem domain correctly. Architectural styles like the
Naked Objects Pattern [PM01] makes it easier to practice
DDD.

This paper demonstrates how these two approaches can
gracefully be combined to facilitate active stakeholder in-
volvement right from requirements elicitation until rapid
prototyping in order to build a clear product vision and re-
alize it through an executable domain model. Section 2
explores concrete problems in current requirements elici-
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tation that hinders the stakeholder involvement and intro-
duces a solution Vision Backlog and also a few other tech-
niques. Section 3 explains the general idea behind exe-
cutable domain models and lists various approaches which
go in that direction such as DDD, Exploratory Modeling. It
also shows how DDD using Naked Objects Pattern can help
to build rapid prototypes that reflect the actual underlying
domain model. Section 4 demonstrates the workflow that
can be followed and the tools that can be used to combine
GDD and DDD, and lists its benefits. Section 5 presents
our plan to improve the stakeholder participation to un-
cover the domain knowledge and model it effectively, and
further lists the research questions which we will be look-
ing at. Section 6 summarizes our ideas and contribution.

2 Building a product vision
The stakeholders’ contributions in understanding the prob-
lem domain and forming requirements are vital, as they
have the clearest idea about their own needs and ex-
pectations of the perceived system [ZC05, Yoz14]. Re-
quirements Engineering (RE) activities, such as elicitation,
strive to uncover domain concepts and stakeholder goals.
They are iterated until the problem domain is thoroughly
understood and documented [ZZ07].

The current requirements elicitation process, however,
has its own shortcomings which eventually compromises
the result of elicitation. First, non-technical stakeholders
possess very little knowledge of the elicitation process. It
requires special skills and among all the stakeholders only
requirements engineers have those [Yoz14]. There is a
risk of requirements engineers becoming a bottleneck if
stakeholders start depending on them for elicitation. Sec-
ond, elicitation is traditionally done mostly through formal
meetings which are always a tough choice as the stake-
holders are relatively busy. The results of these meetings
are heavily affected by the fact that people are mostly not
able to express themselves clearly when asked direct ques-
tions [MT13, Bea01]. Another challenge is that the stake-
holders tend to focus on probable solutions rather than the
underlying problems [ZC05]. These shortcomings eventu-
ally lead to a poor understanding of the problem domain
by requirement engineers and developers, and affects the
domain model that would be built.

Vision Backlog, a concept and a tool that was built dur-
ing our previous research 1, tackles these obstacles by en-
couraging stakeholders to describe on their own their goals,
motivations, expectations etc. This tool is built as a web
application that stakeholders can use on the go. It gathers
information about the tasks the stakeholders perform, why
they perform them, the tools, techniques and knowledge
they require to perform those tasks, information about the
people involved, existing workflows, and flaws in the cur-
rent software system—if it exists—with possible improve-

1http://scg.unibe.ch/archive/external/Patk18a.pdf

Figure 1: Vision Backlog adding a task

ments. It serves as an assistant system to the requirements
engineer that gathers stakeholder goals and surrounding
contextual information outside of meetings. This informa-
tion is then presented as analytics from which domain en-
tities and their relationships can easily be identified. This
information forms the initial product vision directly con-
tributed by stakeholders. It can even further assist in build-
ing personas2.

Vision Backlog is currently only a prototype (see Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2 ), which was tested for its usability and
usefulness, and the results were largely positive, suggest-
ing only a few improvements in its UI. It largely reduces
the frequency of meetings, allowing analysts to ask fewer,
but more specific questions based on the knowledge gath-
ered by stakeholders in Vision Backlog.

Apart from Vision Backlog, a few other techniques can
also help to uncover and structure the domain knowledge.
CRC-card modeling technique from Responsibility-driven
design (RDD) [WBW89] is used for brainstorming to de-
velop a clear understanding of the domain classes and their
responsibilities. Six hat thinking technique [DB17] helps
to un-bundle thinking and explore different perspectives on
the problems.

2A Persona represents a user model. How users behave, how they
think, what they wish to accomplish etc. Personas are not real people,
but they are based on the behaviors and motivations of real people we
have observed. Persona also serves as a powerful communication tool
between developers, managers and other stakeholders that helps them to
understand the logic behind design decisions.
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Figure 2: Vision Backlog using natural language process-
ing to extract entities and methods

3 Making domain models executable
To bridge the communication gaps between business and
IT, the role of Business Analyst has long been introduced
to assume the responsibility to understand both IT and
business aspects of a project. In the United States alone,
130 000 professionals are employed as IT Business Ana-
lysts [Len15]. To assist Business Analysts in their work,
frameworks like Enterprise Architect [Ent10] have been
used to let them model the system using more than 15 dif-
ferent UML diagrams.

A model, or specifically a domain model, is not a spe-
cific diagram but a set of concepts and relationships be-
tween them. A good domain model would capture an ab-
straction of the business in a form defined well enough to
be coded into software [Eva03]. Even better, it should be
possible to represent domain concepts as classes and inter-
faces easily demonstrable back to non-technical stakehold-
ers. A working prototype built out of such a domain model
is a true representation of a model, which every stakeholder
can relate and respond to. Since this model forms an inte-
gral part of the running software system—unlike, say, static
UML diagrams—we call it an executable domain model.

One of the approaches to build such executable do-
main models is to use Domain Driven Design along with
Naked Objects Pattern. DDD places vigorous efforts in
understanding the problem domain and encourages non-
technical stakeholders and software developers to work
closely. DDD encourages all the stakeholders to collab-
oratively decompose the monolithic problem domain into
smaller domains until each of them can have its own ubiq-
uitous language with no ambiguous terms. A ubiquitous

language consists of the concepts used in the corresponding
problem domain, and those concepts should literally be re-
flected in the code as classes and interfaces [Eva03]. DDD
expects the domain model to have a literal and straightfor-
ward representation in the design and implementation of
the system, that is if the code changes the model changes
and vice versa [Hay09].

The Naked Objects Pattern invented by Pawson, is a sys-
tem design approach, wherein core business objects are di-
rectly shown through the user interface (UI) [PM01]. The
UI is automatically generated from the definition of the do-
main objects, and all the interactions possible within sys-
tem are basically invoking methods on those objects. It
is implemented using different frameworks such as Naked
Objects Framework 3 and Apache Isis 4. This makes the
system very expressive from the user’s point of view. Since
the underlying model is reflected in the UI, stakeholders
can intuitively recognize if it is incorrect. It can then be
easily and quickly fixed by developers.

Using DDD along with the Naked Objects Framework
can enable rapid prototyping, where a prototype is the
literal manifestation of the underlying domain concepts.
Such a domain model is understandable by all the stake-
holders. It is better than static UML diagrams as it is di-
rectly maintained in the code.

Another such approach is Exploratory Model-
ing [Tön07] wherein a model is experimentally created
in a suitable programming language instead of creating
extensive UML diagrams. It relies on cycles of continuous
feedback loops between experiments and current model
documentation.

4 An example
Figure 3 depicts a workflow that could go from the self
elicited goals by stakeholders to a working prototype,
through an active collaboration between stakeholders and
developers. We will explain this workflow with the help of
a toy example.

Consider Alice who owns a small book library with
2000 books, and which has a total of 150 current read-
ers. Alice has identified certain problems such as the read-
ers in her city have no or little time to physically visit the
library, and hence she is thinking of a different business
model where books are delivered to a reader’s doorsteps
when requested. To experiment with this business model,
the library’s book list has been distributed to each reader,
and they call or SMS the library to request a book or return
one.

This business model still has some shortcomings, as
the readers end up calling the library just to realize that
the book they want is already borrowed by someone else.

3NakedObjectsFramework
4http://isis.apache.org/
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Apart from this, the library is still managing all the transac-
tions manually by recording reader activities i.e., borrow-
ing a book and returning a book in a big physical catalog.
It is relatively hard to search for specific books or to keep a
high level overview of the entire operation.

To tackle these challenges, the Alice is planning to build
a mobile application for its readers and librarians. The
readers would simply be able to browse through the list of
books or search for a specific book. They would be able
to see the current status of the book i.e., available or bor-
rowed, and should be able to request the book through the
app if they wish. The Librarian, on the other hand, would
see who has borrowed which book and when it is due for a
return, as well as any new book requests.

Building such an application would require some
straightforward upfront effort. There is clearly domain
knowledge to uncover, and it involves different stakehold-
ers i.e., the Librarian and Readers with varying interests. It
involves workflows and several tasks to achieve a certain
goal.

To approach this problem, we can start with Vision
Backlog (see Figure 3) where librarians and readers who
are our non-technical stakeholders, would enter the infor-
mation about the tasks they perform, their motivation be-
hind it, and terms or concepts involved etc. A sample task
entered by a reader could be: As a Reader, I want to search
Books according to Authors. A Reader’s primary goal is to
be able to efficiently search for books, and a subgoal is to
be able to search according to specific criterion. This lit-
tle information entered in Vision Backlog tells the require-
ments analysts and developers the possible domain entities
involved e.g., Reader, Book, Author along with possible re-
lationships among them e.g., Book has an Author.

It is possible to uncover most of the domain entities and
their relationships through Vision Backlog with much less
overhead of actual meetings. It additionally helps the an-
alysts and developers with two things. First, it helps them
to identify the user goals and the problems they are facing.
Second, it helps them to build Personas from the personal
attributes of the stakeholders, which enables them to think
of more accurate solutions for problems of a specific Per-
sona.

Having uncovered important domain entities and their
relationships, developers can take advantage of the frame-
works such as Naked Objects Framework to rapidly build
prototype as a generic UI. The uncovered domain entities
become classes, and the UI is automatically generated by
the underlying framework, which enables the stakeholders
to interact directly with those entities. This allows a rapid
feedback, because if the underlying domain model— which
is nothing but code, is inaccurate—it is reflected on the UI
so that the developers can react much more quickly to fix
it.
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Figure 3: Combining GDD with DDD

5 Research plan
The research question that I would like to address in my
PhD is, “How can domain models be specified and de-
ployed as executable software artifacts suitable for testing,
expressing requirements and driving design and implemen-
tation?”

We have argued that stakeholder participation and the
domain knowledge play a vital role in building successful
software. Our focus of interest is how to enable the ac-
tive contribution of non-technical stakeholders in order to
uncover domain knowledge through elicitation, prototyp-
ing, and evaluation. To facilitate this we would like to fig-
ure out how we can design innovative development loops
to support these activities. We plan to investigate which
methodologies and approaches could be of interest in this
regard, which artifacts can be used so that stakeholders can
naturally relate to them, and which tools and frameworks
could be used.

In Figure 4 we propose such a development cycle. We
imagine a Sprint [Sch97] and divide it into three phases
i.e., Elicitation, Modeling/Prototyping, and Evaluation in
which we should actively involve stakeholders. For each of
these phases we have listed the approaches and methodolo-
gies that encourage stakeholder participation which could
be of interest, the artifacts that are produced in these
phases, and the tools and frameworks which could be used.
Keeping this diagram in perspective, we find the following
questions worth looking at:

• What could be a visual alternative to UML, more suit-
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Stakeholder participation in development activities at different stages, and the clear understanding 
of the domain knowledge is vital to build successful software 
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Figure 4: Bird’s eye view on the research plan

able for non-technical stakeholders?

• How could we represent stakeholder goals and sce-
narios in our code?

• How could we extract the domain entities and rela-
tionships from stakeholder goals and tasks specified
in a natural language?

• How could we relate stakeholder goals and tasks to
the user stories and further to the executable domain
model?

• Could we combine methodologies like GDD, DDD,
Exploratory modeling and RDD to build viable soft-
wares?

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we address the challenge of the lack of stake-
holder participation in the project activities at different
phases, and how the domain knowledge can effectively be
modeled. We argue that stakeholder participation is cru-
cial in order to uncover the domain knowledge and men-
tion various tools and techniques which help to handle this
challenge.

We mention a tool called Vision Backlog that assists
non-technical stakeholders to uncover domain knowledge

themselves. We also argue in the favor of executable do-
main models, which are literal representations of the un-
derlying domain concepts in the code, and are more main-
tainable and understandable for all the stakeholders.

We also propose a development cycle and list method-
ologies, artifacts, and tools which could help to involve
stakeholders actively in the development activities. We also
present several questions which we will be looking at in the
future.
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